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New Crown & Bridge Manager Joins DDS Lab
Leading National Dental Laboratory Adds Another Industry Expert
Tampa, FL (September 4, 2007) – In a continued effort to add technical expertise, DDS Lab has hired William
Warner, CDT as a crown & bridge manager. Warner is an expert in all phases of fixed prosthetics which enables
him to effectively guide doctors and technicians in product selection and product planning on complex cases. He has
training and certifications in ceramics and several crown and bridge product systems including Captek®, Cercon®,
IPS e.max®, implants and more.

“Bill brings a wealth of knowledge and expertise to DDS Lab,” said Amy Ceresa, president. “In addition to having
a great eye for the smallest details, Bill takes great pride in his work. He is a tremendous asset to our team.”
Warner will manage quality control, manufacturing, repair and process improvements for the crown and bridge
department. “I am passionate about my work, and I stay up to date on the latest techniques and technological
innovations,” Warner said. “I enjoy working on intricate cases and finding the solution that fits.”

Warner has more than 26 years of dental laboratory experience as a technician, supervisor and laboratory owner.
Prior to joining DDS Lab, Warner worked for several dental laboratories and owned and operated his own
laboratory in Austin, TX. His formal education includes a dental laboratory technology certificate from the
University of Texas and medical and dental training through the U.S. Air Force, where he managed and trained lab
personnel and was involved in direct patient care. He supplements his training with continuing education courses.

DDS Lab (www.ddslabsolutions.com) is an NBC-certified full-service dental laboratory specializing in crown and
bridgework, dentures, partials, implant restorations and attachments. DDS Lab brings together the essential elements
of quality products, technology, value and partnership to bring dentists laboratory solutions that fit. The company is
headquartered in Tampa, Florida.
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